In the present study, musical emotion was measured continuously for classical, popular and game music. Eight pieces for each genre were used as stimuli. The following computer system was prepared: The screen showed a cursor on a two-dimensional plane spanned by valence (pleasant-unpleasant) and arousal axes. The position of the cursor was manipulated by a mouse and recorded every 0.5 sec. In one session, the system continuously recorded the emotional responses of 20 listeners while listening to each piece. In the other session, the listeners listened to each piece without manipulating the mouse, and then pointed out the overall emotional feature of the piece on the two-dimensional plane. The results showed that the valence did not vary largely for any genre. The arousal varied largely for classical music, but not for game music. For popular music, it varied in between classical and game music. For all genres, the overall emotional values of valence and arousal showed almost equal to the maximum or minimum values in the continuous variation, respectively. This implies that the overall emotional features of a musical piece are almost entirely determined by the part which shows the highest degree of emotion in the piece.
INTRODUCTION
Musical emotion is expressed in various adjectives such as cheerful, tender, majestic, etc. This implies that musical emotion is illustrated by a multi-dimensional space. Many musical psychologists illustrated this space with various numbers of dimensions. For example, Hevner illustrated the musical emotion using a simple twodimensional space. She selected short pieces of music and manipulated their mode, melodic direction, harmony, and rhythm, systematically [1] . In another study, she also manipulated tempo and pitch level [2] . In her experiments, these variants as well as the original versions were presented, and the listeners were requested to show the emotional features of the stimuli on the two-dimensional space, in her experiments.
Osgood and his colleagues invented the semantic differential method to clarify the dimensions of an emotional space for a set of concepts, and they showed that the emotional spaces for various sets of concepts were constructed by three factors: "evaluation , "potency" and "activity" [3] . Using the semantic differential method, Russell showed that general affection was illustrated by a circumplex model, which was spanned by "valence (pleasantunpleasant)" and "arousal" factors [4] . This model was almost identical to the two-dimensional space in which Hevner illustrated musical emotion. Schubert pointed out that the "valence" and "arousal" dimensions agree, in principle, with two of the three dimensions Osgood and his colleagues proposed; "evaluation" and "activity" [5] . On the other hand, Taniguchi proposed a more complex structure to illustrate the musical emotion. He used 90 excerpts of classical music works as stimuli, and showed that the emotional space for them was constructed by five or eight factors [6] .
Several studies also showed the dimensions of emotion in popular and game music. Yoneda and Yamada used 216 pieces of current popular music as stimuli. The set of stimuli included western and Japanese pieces of music. They showed that the emotional space in the popular music was spanned by the "evaluation", "potency" and "activity" factors [7] . Tsukamoto, Yamada and Yoneda used 100 musical pieces from video games as stimuli, and showed that the emotional space of game music was spanned by "valence" and "activity" factors [8] . The dimensional studies suggest that, in the simplest way, the emotion in music can be illustrated by the twodimensional space which in spanned by "valence" and "arousal" dimensions.
In most of the dimensional studies described above, the listeners listened to each piece or excerpt to the end, then, scored the overall emotion in the piece or excerpt. Shubert emphasized the importance of the time-varying relationship between music and emotion and he developed the continuous measurement system of emotional responses during the listening process [9] . In Shubert's system, the computer screen shows the two-dimensional emotional plane spanned by "valence" and "arousal" axes, and a listener indicates the continuous change of emotional features on the plane moving the cursor with the mouse while listening to a piece of music. Namba and his colleagues developed another method to continuously measure emotional features. In their method, several adjectives which described musical emotion were selected and assigned to keys on the computer keyboard. A listener was requested to hit a key if he/she felt the corresponded emotion [10] . The continuous measurement of musical emotion using these methods unfortunately applied only to classical music.
It is hypothesized that the fluctuation of emotional features in game music is smaller than that of classical and popular music, because a piece of game music is played repeatedly in a scene and the time length of a scene varies by the creatures' strength, player's action, etc. If the emotional features fluctuate largely in a piece of game music, players may accidentally feel different emotions for the same scene. In the present study, the hypothesis is investigated using Shubert's method of continuous measurement of musical emotion. The relationship between the fluctuation of emotional features and the overall emotion of a piece is also investigated for three different genres: game, popular and classical music.
METHODS
Eight pieces were selected from each genre of game, popular and classical music as shown in Table 1 . In total, these 24 pieces were used for stimulus in the experiment. Each piece was presented through STAX Lambda-pro headphones in LAeq=76-82 dB. A computer system was prepared for the measurement of musical emotion. The computer screen showed the two-dimensional emotional plane spanned by "valence (pleasant-unpleasant)" and "arousal (arousal-calm)" axes as shown in Fig. 1 . The cursor indicated the emotional features on the plane by manipulating the mouse. Twenty students from the Kanazawa Institute of Technology, ranging from 20 to 22 years old, participated as listeners. The experiment was divided into two sessions. In one session, the listeners were requested to indicate emotional features continually while listening to each piece of music. The system sampled the emotional data every 0.5 sec. In the other session, the listeners listened to each piece to the end, then were requested to indicate overall emotional features on the plane. Half of the listeners participated in the continuous measurement first, then in the overall measurement. The other half participated in the inverse order. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The emotional responses were divided into "valence" and "arousal" features. The values on the "valence" were averaged over the listeners for every sample time of each piece, and the averaged fluctuation on the "valence" was plotted for each piece. Similarly, the averaged fluctuation on the "arousal" was plotted for each piece. Examples of time courses are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 suggests that the fluctuation in valence is small for all genres of game, popular and classical music. On the other hand, the variance of arousal fluctuation is quite different among different genres: The arousal fluctuation is small for game music, but it is large for classical music. The arousal feature in popular music varies in an intermediate way. To examine these hypotheses the values of standard deviation (SD) in the valence and arousal fluctuation were calculated respectively, for each piece. Then, cluster analysis with Ward method was performed for these SD values. Figure 3 shows the resulting dendrogram. The 24 musical pieces were divided into two clusters as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that a piece in Cluster 1 gives a small SD value in valence fluctuation, but a piece in Cluster 2 gives a large value. The SD values in arousal fluctuation are small both clusters. Cluster 1 includes seven out of eight pieces of game music and Cluster 2 includes six out of eight pieces of classical music. Popular pieces equally belong to Clusters 1 and 2. These results imply that the fluctuation in valence is small for game, popular and classical music. However, the feature in arousal fluctuation is quite different among different genres: the arousal feature tends to fluctuate largely in classical music, but tends to fluctuate slightly in game music. It fluctuates intermediately in popular music.
In the next step, the overall "valence" values and "arousal" values were averaged over listeners for each piece. In Fig. 2 , the horizontal dashed and solid lines in six panels show overall averaged valence and arousal values, respectively. Figure 2 suggests that the overall valence values correspond well to the maximum or minimum values in the valence fluctuations. Similarly, the overall arousal values seem to correspond to the maximum or minimum values in the arousal fluctuations. To confirm this, the maximum and minimum value were calculated for each fluctuation, then the value which indicated larger absolute value among the maximum and minimum values was defined as the peak value for the fluctuation. Finally, the correlation coefficient between the overall value and the peak value in the fluctuation was calculated throughout the 24 pieces. The results showed that the correlation coefficient was 0.95 for valence and was 0.91 for arousal, respectively. These results imply that the overall emotional value is almost totally defied by the part which evokes the strongest emotion in a musical piece, both in valence and arousal features. 
